The instability of historical risk factor correlations renders their use in estimating portfolio risk extremely questionable. In periods of market stress correlations of risk factors have a tendency to quickly go well beyond estimated values. For instance, in times of severe market stress, one would expect with certainty to see the correlation of yield levels and credit spreads go to -1, even though historical estimates will miss this region of correlation. This event might lead to a realized portfolio risk profile substantially different than what was initially estimated. The purpose of this paper is to explore the correlation driven convexity effects on fixed income portfolio risks. To achieve this, we propose a methodology to estimate portfolio risks in both normal and stressed times using confidence weighted forecast correlations. Forecasting correlations (and volatilities), while non-trivial, is a natural complement to the time honored tradition of forecasting excess returns due to factor exposures practiced at PIMCO. We also allow the forecasters to rank specific elements of the forecasted correlation matrix by their degree of confidence in the forecast of that particular correlation -thus the resultant portfolio risk is close to the implicit views of the portfolio manager.
Background
Almost every prediction of portfolio risk requires an estimate of the volatilities and correlations of the assets in the portfolio. The traditional methodology assumes that correlations and volatilities obtained from historical data are a fair estimate of future correlations and volatilities. Some sophisticated techniques, as summarized in Litterman and Winkelmann (1998) weight recent data more heavily, but still suffer from the basic problem of depending too heavily on history. Most standard techniques for estimating Value at Risk 1 (VaR) assume that the distribution of returns of asset prices in the past will hold into the future, hence an estimate of the tail of the return distribution would yield a good estimate of the loss in value of the portfolio in times of stress. Obtaining implied correlations from traded option prices is possible in foreign exchange and interest rates to some degree, but far from satisfactory when multiple asset classes are involved (see, for example Bhansali (1997) ). At PIMCO, reliance on historical estimates of correlation and volatility are treated with skepticism, because of the simple fact that these historical estimates fail miserably in times of market stress, and even in normal times are at best quite inaccurate. Within the PIMCO philosophy correlation and volatility forecasts that are arrived at as part of a qualitative investment process involving discussions and meetings are considered more trustworthy.
The ratio of expected excess return to expected volatility is the information ratio of a portfolio. As an active bond manager, one cannot consistently obtain an estimate of the ex-ante information ratio by forecasting excess returns (the numerator) and using historical data for measuring risk (the denominator). What one would like to do is also forecast correlations and volatilities that are expected to be realized in different market scenarios (with levels of certainty for different correlations and volatilities based on our confidence in the forecasts) and then estimate the portfolio information ratio for the future.
If there are many different risk factors, making up a correlation matrix is not simple. An example will show the inherent problem. Assume that we have three risk factors:
• Level of yields
• Slope of the yield curve
• Spreads of non-government sector Then, as soon as the correlation between level and slope, and the correlation between level and spread, are specified the correlation between slope and spread is automatically restricted to be in a region whose range depends on the specified correlations. For a large set of factors, this problem is compounded, i.e. selecting a set of correlations by hand restricts the ranges of all the other correlations in a very complicated way.
A group of portfolio managers are likely to have a high degree of confidence in forecasting specific elements of the correlation matrix, e.g. the correlation between level and slope, and slightly lower degree of confidence in forecasting other correlations, e.g. the correlation between level and spreads. In the methodology we describe below, this ranking is used to obtain a consistent correlation matrix that is closest to the original forecast. In other words, we force the elements that we have a lot of confidence about to be close to the desired values using a systematic weighting procedure, and allow some freedom in the selection of the elements about which we are not so certain. The method we introduce is a simple generalization of the one proposed recently by Rebonato and Jackel (2000) . An advantage of our method occurs for large correlation matrices, where forecasting all of the elements is not practical. Taking most of the elements from historical data and forecasting a few of the key elements, our weighting procedure can be arranged to get from this hybrid historical/forecasted matrix a consistent correlation matrix with elements that are very close to the forecasted ones (however, some of the elements taken from historical data may change significantly). In the Rebonato and Jackel method, since each element is equally weighted, there is no guarantee that the final consistent matrix will have elements very close to the forecasted ones.
Factors and Correlations
Let us begin by identifying some of the main sources of risk for typical fixed income portfolios. This list is by no means exhaustive, and used solely for illustration.
• Duration: Risk due to the change in yield level factor (Level).
• 2-10 Duration: Risk due to the change in slope factor between the 2 and 10 year points (Slope 2−10 ). 2
• 10-30 Duration: Risk due to the change in slope factor between 10 and 30 year points (Slope 10−30 ).
• Mortgage Spread Duration: Risk due to the change in the mortgage spread factor (M ortgage) measured against the benchmark treasury curve.
• Corporate Spread Duration: Risk due to the change in the corporate spread factor (Corporate) measured against the benchmark treasury curve.
This list can be expanded to include risk factors such as currency, implied tax rates (for municipals), convertibles, implied inflation rates (for TIPS), EMBI spread (for emerging market bonds) etc. For purpose of illustrating our approach in complete detail, we will work only with the five factors listed above.
One possible expectation for the signs of the elements of the correlation matrix is
Level Slope 2−10 Slope 10−30 M ortgage Corporate Level
Thus, for example as the yields fall we expect corporate spreads and mortgage spreads to rise (i.e. negative correlation). Similarly in an easing cycle as yields fall, we would expect the curve to steepen (again a negative correlation). Of course, these correlations can change and do change depending on the environment. For example it is entirely possible that as mortgage spreads narrow corporate spreads narrow in most environments but widen in some.
To estimate portfolio risk, we have to also assign magnitudes to these correlations. So a reasonable guess in today's environment, assuming things remain reasonably stable over the horizon would be a correlation matrix: 
What might happen to these correlations in severe market distress? History shows that in distress the Fed eases aggressively so short maturity yields fall, the yield curve steepens aggressively and spreads widen out 3 (mortgages and corporates cheapen). In such times the correlation matrix would be expected to look more like: 
i.e. all the correlations have increased in magnitude and some have been driven to their extreme values (see, for example, Boyer, Gibson and Loretan (1997) ). Naively both these correlation matrices look reasonable, however, they are inconsistent, i.e. these correlations are mathematically impossible. There is no way the correlations that we guessed in equations (2) or (3), can ever be observed in real data. The technical statement of this fact is that the eigenvalues of these correlation matrices are not all positive. In economic terms, this translates to the fact that if such correlation matrices were allowed, one would have to allow for negative variance , or imaginary volatility, an impossibility. 4 3 The transmission mechanism for the drastic change in the correlations is probably through the reduction in "liquidity" risk factor. Note that it is assumed in our paper that in periods of stress the underlying relative volatility of the risk factors themselves does not change substantially, i.e. that the correlation changes carry most of the transition of the covariance matrix.
4 The eigenvalues of the matrix in equation (3) Our method for constructing consistent correlation matrices based on forecasted correlations is a simple variant on the technique for obtaining consistent correlation matrices recently proposed by Rebonato and Jackel (2000) . An N ×N correlation matrix ρ is positive definite and it therefore can be written as
where the column index k, of the N × N matrix v, is summed from 1 to N . Since the diagonal elements of the correlation matrix are equal to one, each row of the matrix v is a unit vector in an N dimensional space with the elements of the row being the components of that vector. Thus elements of the correlation matrix have a simple geometric interpretation. They are the cosines of the angles between these unit vectors. When the ij (off diagonal) element of the correlation matrix equals its extreme value (i.e. ±1) then the i'th and j'th vectors are either parallel or anti-parallel. If the ij (off diagonal) element of the correlation matrix is zero then the i'th and j'th vectors are perpendicular. Using this geometric point of view it is easy to understand why the correlation matrix in equation (3) is inconsistent. The Slope 2−10 −Slope 10−30 element of the correlation matrix is very close to unity and so the Slope 2−10 and Slope 10−30 vectors are almost parallel. However with them almost parallel it is impossible for their dot products with the Level vector to be so different.
A rotation 5 of the components of all the vectors, v ik → O kp v ip , does not change the correlation matrix. By making such rotations it is possible to align the vectors so that v 1k = 0 for k = 2, ..., N , v 2k = 0 for k = 3, ..., N , etc. Hence the unit vectors can be expressed in terms of N (N −1)/2 angles which specify their relative orientations. Explicitly, for the N = 5 case considered in the previous section, we take,
where we have adopted the simplifying notation c i = cosθ i and s i = sinθ i . The most general 5×5 consistent correlation matrix, ρ (g) = vv T , is then a function of the ten angles θ 1 , ..., θ 10 . When forecasting the correlation matrix, we usually have a higher degree of confidence in some of the entries. For example, we could be much more confident that we know the correlation between level and the 2 − 10 slope or between level and corporate spreads, as compared to the other correlations. This could arise from the historically observed tendency of "bull-steepeners", i.e. Fed easing in the short end is usually accompanied with a fall in yields across the yield curve and expectations of spread product outperformance. We encapsulate these prejudices using a (symmetric) "confidence matrix" C; the larger the value of the element C ij the more confidence we have in the ij element of the forecasted correlation matrix ρ (f ) . Practically, the confidence matrix can be arrived at by either expressing a strong macroeconomic view, or by averaging the weighted forecasts of a number of portfolio managers. The forecasted correlation matrix ρ (f ) may not be allowed because it has some negative eigenvalues. A good correlation matrix ρ (g) , consistent with the level of confidence we have in the various elements of ρ (f ) , is constructed by choosing the angles it depends on to minimize the function
In equation (6) the sum goes over all values of i and j from 1 to N . By convention we choose the diagonal elements of C to be zero. So, for example, if the Level − Slope 2−10 element of the confidence matrix was 100 and its other off diagonal elements were unity we would expect to find the difference between ρ
to be ten times smaller in magnitude than the typical difference between elements of the good correlation matrix and the forecasted one.
There are some situations where this will not be the case. For example, suppose that the off diagonal elements of the confidence matrix have either the value 1 or 100. If the elements of ρ (f ) corresponding to those of C that have the value 100 are not part of a consistent correlation matrix for any value of the other elements of ρ (f ) then, despite the large values of these elements of C, some of the corresponding elements of ρ (g) will differ significantly from those of ρ (f ) . In this case the enhanced confidence in these elements of ρ (f ) was a priori misguided. Clearly we could always have high confidence in any row of ρ (f ) without running into this problem. This is evident from the geometric interpretation of the correlation matrix. It is always possible to specify the angle between any N − 1 unit vectors and some arbitrary axis. There is a simple diagrammatic way to know if a particular set of elements of ρ (f ) can be chosen with high confidence (for any values of those elements). Draw N points labeled by the numbers 1, ..., N . Then for each of the elements ρ (f ) ij , that is in the high confidence set, draw a line that joins point i with point j. If the resulting diagram has no closed loops then this set of elements can always be chosen with high confidence.
Lets apply these ideas to the forecasted correlation matrices in equations (2) 
The diagram corresponding to this confidence matrix is shown in Figure 1 . It has no closed loops and so the Level − Slope 2−10 , Level − M ortgage, Level − Corporate and Slope 2−10 − Slope 10−30 elements of the forecasted correlation matrix can always be chosen with high confidence. Using the confidence matrix in equation (7) the good correlation matrix that results from the forecasted correlation matrix (appropriate to a normal environment) given in equation (2) 
The high confidence elements of the correlation matrix change from their forecasted values by at most one in the third significant digit. The other elements typically change by a few in the second significant digit. Using instead a confidence matrix where all the off diagonal elements are unity 6 , so that none of the elements of the forecasted correlation matrix are viewed as being more likely to be correct than any other, the good correlation matrix is 
Now most of the elements change by a few in the second significant digit. Using the confidence matrix in equation (7) the good correlation matrix that results from the forecasted matrix (appropriate to a stressed environment) given in equation (3) 
and the good correlation matrix corresponding to a confidence matrix with all the off diagonal elements equal to unity is 
Note that in the case where the Slope 2−10 − Slope 10−30 element of the confidence matrix is 100 this element of the good correlation matrix differs from its forecasted value by -0.013 while in the case where the Slope 2−10 −Slope 10−30 element of the confidence matrix is 1 this element of the good correlation matrix differs from its forecasted value by -0.084. Having the Level − Slope 2−10 and Slope 2−10 − Slope 10−30 elements of the confidence matrix much greater than the Level−Slope 10−30 element leads to a large change in the Level−Slope 10−30 element of the good correlation matrix from its forecasted value.
Not every element of the good correlation matrix is closer to its corresponding element in the forecasted matrix when the confidence in its forecasted value is larger. In equation (11) the Level − M ortgage element is equal to its forecasted value while in equation (10) 
for the good correlation matrix corresponding to the forecasted correlation matrix in equa-tion (2) appropriate to normal environments and 
for the good correlation matrix corresponding to the stressed environment forecast in equation (3). For the stressed scenario, the inconsistency in the forecasted matrix was easy to understand; our choices for the Level − Slope 2−10 , Level − Slope 10−30 and Slope 2−10 − Slope 10−30 elements of the matrix in equation (3) are not compatible. The 100 elements of the confidence matrix in equation (7) force the Level − Slope 2−10 and Slope 2−10 − Slope 10−30 elements to be near their forecasted values. In this case the only way the forecasted matrix can change to a consistent one is via a large shift in it's Level − Slope 10−30 element, from −0.55 to −0.752. When the confidence matrix contains only 1's on the off diagonal such an extreme change in one of its elements is not favored and the change in the Level − Slope 10−30 element is only from −0.55 to −0.565. In this case a larger change occurs in the Slope 2−10 − Slope 10−30 element which goes from 0.98 to 0.896. Finally for the confidence matrix in equation (12) There is some freedom in the precise form of the function f that is minimized to determine the good correlation matrix. However the choice in equation (6) is very convenient numerically. In this section we have concentrated on 5 × 5 correlation matrices. However, it is possible to consider the correlations of more risk factors. This is illustrated in Appendix A where a ten risk factor case is discussed.
From Correlations to Risk
The market price of any portfolio is assumed to be completely dependent on the factors that are the sources of risk. For a portfolio P (L, S 2−10 , S 10−30 , M, C) the absolute sensitivity to the factors is dP = ∂P ∂L dL + ∂P ∂S 2−10 dS 2−10 + ∂P ∂S 10−30 dS 10−30
The sensitivity of the portfolio with respect to a given factor can be deduced from this. The duration of the portfolio with respect to level is simply
∂S 2−10 ∂L + ∂P ∂S 10−30
which can be written in terms of "betas". For example, if the spread factor S depends on the L factor by the simple linear regression,
Here dX S is not correlated with dL. Multiplying both sides of this equation by dL, and averaging we get,
Repeating the derivation for all the other betas in terms of correlations and volatilities we obtain that the total duration of a portfolio (with respect to level) is
Relabeling the partial (and total) durations with the letter D, and comparing with a benchmark portfolio we can write the over or under exposure of the total portfolio duration (with respect to level) as,
σ dL ∆D 2−10 + ρ dS 10−30 ,dL σ dS 10−30 σ dL ∆D 10−30
where ∆ signifies the difference in partial or total duration of the portfolio's exposure versus the index exposure. The last equation is the key result for computing effective duration risk of portfolios due to correlation of risk factors. One could use historical estimates of correlations for the ρ's, or pick them from consistent forecast correlation matrices, as we propose in this paper. Reasonable measures for the annualized volatilities (in basis points) are: σ dL = 100, σ dS 2−10 = 75, σ dS 10−30 = 35, σ dM = 25 and σ dC = 50 and we use these values for the remainder of this section. The overweights and underweights of a representative fixed income portfolio versus the index are: ∆D L = 1.00, ∆D 2−10 = 0.30, ∆D 10−30 = 0.50, ∆D M = 1.50 and ∆D C = −0.50. Using these values the contributions of the Level, Slope 2−10 , Slope 10−30 , M ortgage and Corporate partial durations to the total duration (with respect to level), adjusted for the correlation matrix in equation (13) respectively are 1.00, −0.11, −0.05, −0.09 and 0.17 giving a total duration of 0.92. Doing the same with the stressed correlation matrix in equation (14) gives the partial contributions 1.00, −0.20, −0.12, −0.37 and 0.25 whose sum is only 0.56. The forecasted stress scenario correlation matrix in equation (3) corresponds to a portfolio that is almost half a year shorter! The practical import of this for portfolio management is clear -if we believe that in periods of stress the correlations between some of the market factors would go to the extreme levels as proposed, we need to be extra long by almost half a year to insure against getting short the benchmark. For portfolios that have high negative convexity (for example due to mortgages), this shortening bias in stressed scenarios is on top of the shortening due to negative convexity, and solely due to correlations.
A useful measure of stress risk is the change in portfolio total level duration as we go from the normal environment to the stressed environment. This is a very efficient way of identifying portfolios that are likely to become performance outliers in an environment of stress. To illustrate this approach, we create forty eight example portfolios by varying the five key risk measures. 7 The selection of the different combinations was done on the following basis: (a) three types of portfolio duration with respect to level -extreme overweight (1 year), moderate overweight (half a year), and flat (no duration overweight); (b) two types of portfolios based on 2 − 10 duration, one with a steepening bias and the other with no bias; (c) two types of portfolios based on 10 − 30 duration one with no bias and the other with a steepening bias; (d) two types of portfolios based on mortgage spread duration -high (1.5 year overweight) and flat (no overweight); (e) two types of portfolios based on corporate spread duration -neutral (no underweight) and underweight (−0.50 year underweight). This gives us 48 portfolio combinations, and using the correlation matrices in equation (13) and equation (14) the total level durations of these portfolios, are shown in Tables I and II. The last three columns of these tables respectively give the total level duration in the normal environment, stressed environment and its change. The correlation matrices in equation (13) and equation (14) were used and they make the total duration lower than the partial level duration in both the normal and stressed cases. However, what is striking is that the durations can get shortened by almost fifty percent in going from normal to stressed scenarios if there is large mortgage spread duration exposure. For example, portfolio number 22 has almost zero total duration in the normal environment, but because of high mortgage spread duration exposure, it can actually become short the market by more than a quarter year in the stressed environment.
The total level duration only depends on the first row of the correlation matrix. As we mentioned earlier the first row of the correlation matrix can be forecasted and there will always exist some choice of other elements for which the correlation matrix is consistent. However, some of these other elements may be far from their forecasted values and furthermore if other total durations are considered (e.g. slope durations) in conjunction with the level duration or the information ratio is computed it will be important to have a method, like that we have proposed, to construct consistent correlation matrix from the forecasted one. Table I . Sample Portfolios (with ∆D 10−30 =0): Change in Total Level Duration from Normal to Stressed Environments using the correlation matrices in equations (13) and (14). Table II . Sample Portfolios (with ∆D 10−30 =0.5): Change in Total Level Duration from Normal to Stressed Environments using the correlation matrices in equations (13) and (14). 
Concluding Remarks
The use of historical correlations for predicting portfolio risk is a dubious procedure. In times of market stress such estimates can be extremely misleading and even in normal market environments can be quite inaccurate. An alternate procedure is to focus on a few of the key risk factors and forecast their correlations (and volatilities) based on current and expected future economic conditions. However, a correlation matrix constructed in this way will not always be mathematically consistent. If it isn't positive semi definite then it allows negative variance, which is impossible. In general, a group of portfolio managers are likely to have a high degree of confidence in forecasting specific elements of the correlation matrix, e.g. the correlation between level and slope, and slightly lower degree of confidence in forecasting other correlations, e.g. the correlation between level and spreads. We have introduced a methodology that uses this ranking to obtain a mathematically consistent correlation matrix that is closest to the original forecasted one. In other words, we forced the elements that we have a lot of confidence about to be close to the desired values using a systematic weighting procedure, and allow some freedom in the selection of the elements about which we are not so certain. The method we introduced is a generalization of the one proposed recently by Rebonato and Jackel (2000) . In times of market stress correlations of risk factors have a tendency to quickly evolve to values that are well beyond their historical values. To emphasize the importance of forecasting correlations to asses the risk in such environments we showed in some simple examples that the increase in correlations can drastically change the total level duration of a portfolio.
A large portfolio will depend on many risk factors. It is unreasonable to imagine forecasting the correlations of all of them. One approach is to truncate the matrix focusing on only the most important risk factors and forecast their correlation matrix. Another is to use the whole set of risk factors, take a few of the key elements of the correlation matrix from a forecast and use historical values for the others. By assigning the forecasted elements a much higher confidence than the historical ones the consistent correlation matrix constructed from this hybrid forecasted/historical matrix will have entries that are close to their forecasted values (the entries that were taken from historical data could change significantly).
A Larger Correlation Matrices
The choice for the function f to be minimized is not unique. For example, one could use the fourth power of the difference between the forecasted correlation matrix elements and the good correlation matrix elements instead of the second. One advantage of the function in equation (6) is that it is very convenient to minimize numerically and therefore it is possible to consider many risk factors. To illustrate this we consider in this appendix a case where there are 10 risk factors. Suppose the forecasted 10 × 10 correlation matrix for these risk factors is 
This is not a mathematically consistent correlation matrix. 8 With 10 risk factors the good correlation matrix depends on 45 angles and they are determined by minimizing the function f in equation (6). Choosing a confidence matrix that has all 1's off the diagonal yields the good correlation matrix, . (22) Typically the magnitude of the difference between elements of the forecasted and good correlation matrices above is in the range 0.1 to 0.2. Suppose one has much more confidence in the first row (and column) of the forecasted correlation matrix than its other elements corresponding to a confidence matrix with C 1j = C j1 = 100, for j = 2, ..., 10, and its other off diagonal elements equal to unity. Now we expect the elements of the first row of the good correlation matrix to differ from their forecasted values by an order of magnitude less than before. In this case the good correlation matrix is 
and the magnitude of the difference between the elements in the first row of the good and forecasted correlation matrices is always less than 0.01. With many risk factors it is unlikely that all elements of the correlation matrix can be forecasted. One approach would be to forecast some of the elements and take the rest from historical data. By assigning large values to the elements of the confidence matrix associated with the forecasted elements one insures that, in the good correlation matrix constructed from this "hybrid" forecasted/historical matrix, the elements that were forecasted will not change very much.
